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Attachment to SA4593

1. 2281211.	 a December 6, 1945.

Who is Bruno TALNINS emjoying the utmost confidenee of the Widish Comm.:mod
on amount of his isocial-Demooratia" merits? He is the son of the "Latvian
Drenting" Dr. Paul KAMM, and was a leader of the Latvian Social.Denneratis Tout
Movansot.

Came to Sweden from a German concentration camp. Presents now even, week to
the Foreign Ministry a Baltic press resist. However, he in 1940 obtained the rent
ef a Political General in the Bed Amy, and was thus at that time no mere a &axial
Demosrot, but a Communist. The press review to Foreign Minister MEN is them
being compiled by a Soviet-Latvian Chief Politruk.

2. Angus Memo dated 20 August 1948.
Para lb. 0/a 20 February 1947, the subject was reported as a soviet agent

in Stockholm. Re wee reported as working under the pretext of being a Latvia*
patriot. Also reported exemmartAxImIth the club kb, Gaucho located in the
basement of a building at Regmaingegaten 72, Stockholm. (NO confirmation math:a
on thin report).

Para 1 d. According to statements of a reliable Belt the 'abject is, at least
on the surface, playing the role es a champion of the Baltic retageas in Smodem
and eendueting himself as en anti soviet member of the 103. Raves, he is still
eonsidered a leftiet, and one mistonsted and eapable of playing a double role.
3. aim WMA496, dated 3 November 1948, memo attachment entitled "Latvian

resistance mormamst In foreign countries°.

Latvian Control Council - has canter in Germany and another in Sweden. Form
In 1343-1344, Bruno MAIMS, son of late Dr. Paul TALNINS, Speaker to the Istvias
Parliament, is the acknowledged leader and soul of the group. according to his
friends and toes aLike, be has "very madh sanove41ste3e. The remerkunisekAwm113
hem referees, to Brum KALB= earlier extreme political radical:oak me.. Brans
ULNITIzmnsber of the group.

• eas6 .

'	
is the sami::::E: Imo!! icial mouthpiece of the LOP in Sweden.

editedit Is	 by am-Foreign Minister ZALBSS and Bruno BALMS, hos an editorial
sounell cams	 of C	 LRAWend SCHRZISINS(?), and a circulation of seem
2,000 all over the world.
A. puree:, WSSA-2279, dated 22 January 1951.

Para 	 Prjor to EI	 __7 departure fromStookbobefor his nem post he
providedC	 th letters of introduotian to the following persons:

A. 	
*C. Bruno KALNINS, Kvarnvitwv:gen Sl, Browns, Stockholm.
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Para 2. As is known to Headquarters, person C le a political leader among the
local Istatans and Latvians.

5. agar H014 9231 dated I. :um 1951.

Para 3. Radical parliamentarian is Bruno KI.LNINS at present head of the
Swedish Socialist". la pre-war Latvia, NAME had been elected as a representative
of the Soola/ Democrat' am to. founder and head of the SSS (StardnIsion Spats
a Sage -Workers Sport and ?rotator), and was suspected of praeamanist
activities. /n1934 ULNA/US oatlemad the SSS and all its leaders. ks a result
RAMIS was foreed to flee Istria. When the Russian foram occupied Latvia,
EALWIRS returned as the Political Advisor (Politak) of the Latvian ars,
(Territorial Corps).

Para 4. Because of this assignment =CDS is shunned and disliked by the
majority of Latvians, both in and out of the homeland. In order to dispel this
dislike as yell as to discredit his major opponents, MEM has engaged in
violas publis atteekm against to. lest regime and its major leaders. Sams of
these attain have been melfestad in the Latvian nswapaper natvijai Zimao
(Latvia News) published in "edam by :inis GRIMM who Is under IAMBS dalmatian
as it 	 IAMBS who prooured ha his present 'deltas lathe Swedish government
and who by the same tame me mess him discharge. Although the anber of BALMS
follows and sapportars is small, it is still a significant group as it uses
all moans - fair or foul - in its attempt to discredit the opposition.

6. amp OSSA-3474, dated 19 April 1955.

T/SCIJI1 - Transmittal of photos and description of soma

Subject was bran 7 Mgy 1599 Tukums, Latvia. Studied Law at the University of
Pabarburgh, Russia, frost 19164917. Graduated Latvian University in 1937. rounder
of Latvian Socialist Tenth &Mier and Mailman of same fram 1917-1922. Was
arrested on 15th of mow 1934 and received a suntan of thalyears 121Prianument
for being the traitor of Latvia. Was imprisoned in Riga Costal Prisc04 In 1937
emigrated to Ylnland where awes working until 1940. In Finland it to said
helms worked for the Red Spain and also had contact with the Soviets. Returned
to /atria when the Soviets took over, roosted beak officially-hie deprived
Latvian altisemaipaia was taken say WI UMW'S. This was illegal. Under
the Soviets he &meta the post of Latvian krmy Chief Politrdk and worked in
this office for more than six asks.

7.Ism OS5A-373S, dated 16 Juns 1955.
:Contact with Aleksander. PLSRSHNI.

(see next page)
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Obviously sone Latvian personalities in Sweden were mentioned by PLUMS
Dot not in a groat deal of detail. Th. one outstanding fact regarding other
Latvisms that PLENSURS did ru* 4!!, that Brow WINS hes apparently changed •
great deal. In contrast to 	 3 statement that KALS/MS having alveyv been a
Consaiat oust no doubt still be one ?LAMM said that he is quite convinced
thet is not so. Re stated that although TARNS my have been a Comoniat -
andM is fully agreed that for this reason eat Latvia* despised him - he
(ITJOWIMS) is artsin that KALNINS is not a Comaniat today. Although here
again PLTSSNSIS did not elaborate, he did state that DIMS app.:1 .804 hoe
• substantial amber of followers. This fat vas later borne out by Meads
PLIMSNEMS - a quits Objeatia young man - who stated that a fairly large =bar
of tsarina young wen were taken in looal Scothsh auditions and had
become followers of MIN/RS who is quite a personality in Swedish Socialist
'dales, and being of latviat origin, heads at last the Latvian faction of the
socialist elements in Sweden..

8, Poorest, (SA-383, 4 Aignot 1955.
Subject is &tains= of the Satial Desporatio Party in Latvia in ails,

Ties Chairsan of tbo S1C151. Delegate to Conference of the Socialist Union
si Central Taro!), held in tandem, :ay 10-11, 1955.


